Accurate prediction and validation of the assembly of bioinspired peptide sequences into fibers with defined mechanical characteristics would aid significantly in designing and creating materials with desired properties. This process may also be utilized to provide insight into how the molecular architecture of many natural protein fibers is assembled. In this work, computational modeling and experimentation are used in tandem to determine how peptide terminal modification affects a fiber-forming core domain. Modeling shows that increased terminal molecular weight and hydrophilicity improve peptide chain alignment under shearing conditions and promotes consolidation of semicrystalline domains. Mechanical analysis shows acute improvements to strength and elasticity, but significantly reduced extensibility and overall toughness. These results highlight an important entropic function that terminal domains of fiber-forming peptides exhibit as chain alignment promoters, which ultimately has notable consequences on the mechanical behavior of the final fiber products.
Introduction
Protein-based fibers represent a large class of biological polymers that serve important physiological roles over a wide range of functional lengths from the nanometer to meter scales. While the expression of the base protein comprising these fibers is well known to be the terminal point of the central dogma, there are still mechanisms that cause mature proteins to form fibers that remain undetermined or poorly understood. Several proteins have specialized assembly processes such as the enzyme-mediated assembly of fibrinogen into fibrin [1] or the ATP driven assembly of actin. [2] However, many protein fibers are made without specific catalysts and, in many cases, their fundamental assembly may be obfuscated by cellular activity, which limits our understanding of the underlying mechanisms that create the fiber network structure. Recent studies on extracellular matrix components fibronectin [3] and collagen [4] have pointed towards alignment-induced interchain exchange at the protein terminals as the means by which mature fiber products are formed. These data suggest that parallel or antiparallel terminal-to-terminal reorientation of the protein strands is a critical step to fiber outcomes. Indeed, terminal domain interactions are believed to play a critical role in many proteins including microfibril assembly of fibrillin, [5] linear connectivity of spider silk, [6] and the formation of amyloid fibers of many proteins. [7] Further, terminal domains of fiber-forming proteins such as these are often highly conserved, [8] [9] [10] [11] suggesting an evolutionary advantage is preserved by their inclusion in the sequence. These studies highlight the value of determining the interaction that terminal domains and bulk sequence interactions have on the molecular alignment and coordinated assembly of protein fibers.
Moreover, terminal domains have been used frequently in protein recombination experiments as customizable sequence sites to facilitate purification [12] and fluorescent visualization. [13] Generally, recombinant peptides are processed by expressing characteristic sequences from desired peptides into a simplified sequence that recapitulates some key feature of the source proteins such as specific ligand binding affinities, [14] temperature responsiveness, [15] and strength, [16] which leaves the terminal regions as good targets to promote engineering feasibility without compromising the source sequence. Yet, it has been shown that even small modifications, such as adding a hexa-histidine purification tag, contribute non-negligible pressures on folding [17] and binding capability [18] of the peptides. With this in mind, greater effort is being placed on synergizing the function of the terminal domains with the desired peptide behavior, some examples including therapeutic sequestration in recombinant antibodies [19] and mechanical integration of elastin-like peptides. [20] Specifically in the context of fibrous proteins, Heidebrecht et al. [21] recently documented mechanical advantages conferred by the inclusion of terminal domains to silklike, diblock peptides and speculate that it is an indirect consequence of improved structure caused by the terminal inclusions. To refine recombinant peptide design further, it will be necessary to gain a fundamental understanding of the molecular behavior of terminallymodified peptides in order to access structure-property explanations that can guide the engineering of novel constructs towards predefined properties and function.
Due to the inherent difficulty in accessing these molecular properties through experimental methods, one possible avenue to describe these characteristics is to use a process combining computational simulation and experimentation to generate a mechanistic explanation that is supported by physical values. By doing so, the model may be able to inform a means by which this natural phenomenon can be more easily reproduced synthetically for engineering purposes. In a previous report, [22] we presented a coarse-grained computational approach using shear to assemble block copolymer peptide sequences into interconnected fibrous networks. In the simulation, interchain assembly is governed by hydrophobic interactions, which are explicitly designed to spontaneously form micelles in solution. [23] The anisotropic alignment induced by the systemic shearing then causes the formation of structured hydrophobic clusters from the core hydrophobic regions of the micelles, which approximates β-sheet secondary structure formation in proteins. Indeed, this mechanism of fiber assembly exhibits significant similarities to the general process ascribed to amyloid fiber formation, which also consistently occurs after micellar aggregation of proteins and independent of specific sequences. [24] Consequently, this coarse-graining method has shown the capability to describe a known means of fiber formation in peptides and offers good potential as a tool to assess how sequence modification affects fiber outcomes. In this regard, we extend these simulations in this study by modifying the terminal region of the model peptide sequence, by both addition and substitution, in order to observe the effects of terminal sequence modification on the assembly of the fiber molecular network under shear. Additionally, we are able to draw physical correlations to the computational model results by expressing analogous recombinant peptides and investigating their mechanical properties under the constrained conditions of the model environment when spun into fibers, which has not been previously investigated in the context of this simulation system. This combination of modeling and experimentation demonstrates the power of predictive design and validation as a tool to answer difficult research questions and design improved materials.
Experimental Section

2.1Computational simulation of block copolymer peptides and varying terminal domains
To investigate the molecular effects of terminal modification, we investigated 3 modeled sequences: a block copolymer base peptide developed from our prior work (H(AB) 12 ) [22] and two new modified variants: one with a hydrophilic terminal substitution (H(AB) 10 -HST), selected to investigate the effect of changing hydrodynamic behavior with chain length constant, and another with an amphiphilic terminal addition (H(AB) 12 -AAT), selected to investigate the effect of changing chain length with constant hydrodynamic behavior ( Figure 1a) . The sequences were modeled using dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) as defined by equations given in Table S1 with additional detail on the method available in the previous report. Each block of the sequences consisted of a specific arrangement of beads that were either classified as entirely hydrophobic (a) or hydrophilic (b) such that neither carried any intrinsic amino acid information and both were equivalent in size. The scale of the coarse graining was such that each bead represented three amino acids. Consequently, the H, A, and B blocks of all sequences consisted of 16 b-beads, 5 a-beads, and 7 b-beads, respectively. The H block represented a cloning and purification sequence, which was incorporated in the model to both improve correlation with the physically expressed peptides and act as a de facto hydrophilic terminal domain for each peptide. The A block represented hydrophobic residues of the peptide generally, which are capable of forming the semicrystalline domains necessary for fiber assembly. The B block represented hydrophilic residues, which lent to the amorphous phase of the peptide structure. The two unique terminal modifications, the hydrophilic substitution (HST) and the amphiphilic addition (AAT) terminals, had bead structures of 24 b-beads for the HST and a predominantly hydrophilic composite structure of b 3 a 3 b 2 a 2 b 11 a 6 bab 2 ab 7 a 4 b, totaling 17 a-beads and 27 b-beads ( Figure S1 ), for the AAT. The determination of the bead permutation sequence of the AAT domain is detailed in section 2.3.
The DPD simulations of the model peptides were performed using the LAMMPS package [25] with explicit water solvent and protein concentrations set to 20% v/v. Every nine water molecules were represented by one hydrophilic w-bead to be consistent with the scale of the coarse-grained beads comprising the peptides. [22] Each simulation consisted of three stages: (I) initial equilibration of the system, (II) application of shear to the system, and (III) equilibration after shear to relax the system. Shearing was applied along the x-axis (xy plane) at a rate of γẋ y 0.01τ −1 for t = 5000τ where τ = 0.75 ns, which is the characteristic/ physical time scale of the DPD model corresponding to the level of coarse-graining that we have applied. The simulation box size was fixed at ( ) where R c 9.321Å, which is the characteristic/physical length scale of this DPD model. At the start of the simulation, peptide chains were filled in random configurations at random positions. The rest of the box was filled with water beads until the number density of the system reached 3, resulting in 1,512,000 beads in each system. All simulations were performed in a microcanonical ensemble (NVE) with an integration time step of dt = 0.03τ. Molecular simulation of biological systems is usually performed at constant temperature to represent the controlled thermal environment of both biological and experimental systems. The implemented DPD pair style in the LAMMPS code computes conservative, dissipative, and random forces. Temperature effects are calculated as part of the random force, which is kept constant in this ensemble.
Geometrical analysis of the molecular network
Hydrophobic beads became connected during simulation and created clusters due to abeads' capability of forming hydrogen bonds with one another. Two a-beads were assumed to belong to the same cluster if their distance was less than 0.94 R c . Nodes were defined as the center of mass of a cluster and two clusters were assumed to be tethered by a connection (b-beads) if any number of chains spanning the two clusters contained a-beads in both. Each phase of the simulation was quantified to describe the assembly properties of the chains by determining the number and size of clusters as well as the number and order of connections. From these data, the two sequences with the largest quantified difference in these metrics were selected to clone, express, and test in order to find physical correlations to model outputs from mechanical and structural data.
Physical cloning, expression, and purification of the recombinant peptides
Modeling results highlighted H(AB) 12 and H(AB) 12 -AAT as the sequences with the greatest difference in their quantified metrics and were selected for further experimentation. The H block region was synthesized using the Novagen (Madison, WI) pET 30a-c(+) vector as a template for cloning and purification purposes. The AB block copolymer region was recapitulated physically based on sequences from major ampullate silk of Nephila clavipes due to the simplicity of its core amino acid composition closely emulating the alternating block copolymer structure ( Figure 1b) . [26] The AAT domain was based on the N-terminal domain of the same major ampullate silk, [9] which was also the basis for the bead model used in simulation after ranking the amino acid sequence using the Kyte-Doolittle hydrophobicity [27] and coarse-graining triplets of amino acids into singular hydrophobic or hydrophilic beads ( Figure S1 ). This bioinspired method was done to avoid creating an arbitrary permutation of a and b beads to make up the AAT domain.
The genes encoding the recombinant peptides were produced and purified similar to procedures described previously. [28] For large-scale expression, the recombinant strains were grown overnight at 37°C in Luria-Bertani medium under shaking conditions (250 rpm). Afterwards, seeding culture was transferred to yeast extract medium and cultured at 37 °C, pH 6.8 using a New Brunswick BioFlo 3000 bioreactor (New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ). Cells were induced with 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO) when the optical density OD 600 reached approximately 10. Once the proteins were produced, purification was performed using immobilized metal affinity chromatography following previously described procedures. [29] The proteins were dialyzed against water using a Slide-A-Lyzer Cassette (Pierce, Rockford, IL) with a molecular weight cut-off of 2,000 Da and lyophilized. The purity of the expressed proteins was verified by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) followed by Colloidal Blue staining.
Fiber production and microscopy
Concentrated solutions were prepared for both H(AB) 12 and H(AB) 12 -AAT by dissolving the proteins in Ultrapure water (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA) through pipetting and mild vortexing. Pure water was used in order to align with the modeled condition and obtain the best correlations possible. Saturated concentrations were determined by drying leftover solution and measuring the mass of the dried peptide compared to the original solution mass. A simple wet spinning approach was used to create fibers by extruding the peptide solutions vertically through a Hamilton syringe (Hamilton Company USA, Reno, NV), with an inner needle diameter of 0.15 mm, at a spinning rate of 5 μL/min into a collection bath filled with 100% 2-propanol as the coagulation solvent. After fiber formation, the fibers were kept in the coagulation bath for at least 1 h before being tested. No post-spin modifications were performed.
Optical investigations of the fibers were performed using an Olympus IX81 (Center Valley, PA). Images were taken to compare morphology along the length of fibers from which diameters were averaged for use in mechanical properties calculations. Closer investigation of fiber morphology was performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a Zeiss 55Ultra and a Zeiss Supra (Thornwood, NY). Images were taken of dried fiber on silicon products using InLense and SE2 detectors at 5.00 kV.
Physical characterization of fibers
Uniaxial tensile measurements of fibers were performed on an Instron Microtester (Norwood, MA) using a 5N load cell with 100 Hz sampling rate. Fiber samples were loaded onto sacrificial custom frames to protect the fibers from breaking before they were loaded onto the testing apparatus. Once the samples were loaded, the sacrificial frames were removed and fibers were pulled at a strain rate of 0.01 s −1 until failure. Force data were collected and normalized to stress values based on respective diameter measurements of each fiber tested.
Infrared spectra of the spun fibers as well as their lyophilized powders were recorded using a Jasco FT/IR-6200 spectrometer (Easton, MD). Spectra were scanned in absorption mode with 4 cm −1 resolution from 4000-400 cm −1 . All spectral manipulations were performed with OPUS software (version 5.0) (Mattson Instruments, Madison, WA). Quantification of the secondary structure was done by analyzing the amide I region (1700 -1600 cm −1 ) and performing a Fourier self-deconvolution analysis, which has been shown to give structural data consistent with that of x-ray scattering. [30] The average secondary structure composition percentage of the peptides was assessed by integrating the area of each deconvolved curve, and then normalizing to the total area of the amide I peak.
Statistical Analysis
All results that include statistics are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Significance was assessed based on P-values generated from two-tailed Student's t-tests in order to compare two sample groups. P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
Results and Discussion
Molecular simulations and predictions
Molecular assembly mechanisms were modeled using DPD at the mesoscale, which provides an approximation of the secondary structure environment of the assembling peptide chain. Triplets of amino acids were generalized as either a hydrophobic (red) or hydrophilic (cyan) bead and organized into chains with differing terminal compositions. Each unique sequence was populated in a simulation space with coarse-grained water as the solvent (Figure 2a ). After shearing in the x-direction, crystalline clusters (red dots after network analysis) of the red hydrophobic beads increase in size and connections between clusters, comprised of chains of the cyan hydrophilic beads (black lines after network analysis), begin to strongly bias the shear direction in all three constructs (Figure 2b , c, and d).
We use an order parameter to describe molecular order and quantify chain alignment, shown in Equation 1, where θ is the angle of the vector connecting two clusters with respect to the shear flow direction and the brackets denote an average over all connections. For completely isotropic connections S = 0, and perfectly aligned connections have S = 1.
(
In all constructs, S increases significantly with shear ( Figure 3a) , but separates into a rank of H(AB) 12 -AAT having the highest order and H(AB) 12 having the lowest order. Of note is that the peptides with identical molecular length, H(AB) 12 and H(AB) 10 -HST, show a large difference in alignment preference due entirely to the substitution of the two diblock repeats with purely hydrophilic beads. Continued improvement is observed in the molecular order of H(AB) 12 -AAT, though this increase is more due to increased molecular length [22] than hydrophilicity. By comparison, H(AB) 12 is terminated with the 7 consecutive hydrophilic beads of the final B block and has 28 of its final 48 beads (58%) being hydrophilic. Additionally, the average number of beads in the hydrophilic blocks normalized against the number in the hydrophobic blocks is 1.4, meaning the hydrophilic blocks are 40% longer, on average, than the hydrophobic blocks. The non-repetitive, 44 bead AAT domain shares very similar ratios of hydrophilic content (61%) and hydrophilic/hydrophobic block length (1.36) . These values demonstrate that the terminal domains of H(AB) 12 and H(AB) 12 -AAT peptides are very similar in bead composition and distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic beads, which points to their difference in chain length as the stronger factor driving alignment.
These results lead us to speculate that the common element giving rise to improved molecular order from hydrophilicity and molecular weight are respective increases in folded contour length of the peptides in solution following the rank order of their alignment, i.e. H(AB) 12 has the shortest contour length while H(AB) 12 -AAT has the longest. The reason that hydrophilicity would contribute to increased contour length is due to two phenomena: first, replacing the hydrophobic beads of the terminal domain removes its hydrogen bonding capability to interact with the core; and second, the higher number of hydrophilic beads increases the chain susceptibility to entropic reorientation under shear due to their affinity with displacing water. The latter phenomenon is apparent in the total time required after shearing for the system to equilibrate where the construct with the highest hydrophilic content ratio (H(AB) 10 -HST) was the quickest to equilibrate ( Figure S2 ). For H(AB) 12 -AAT, the significant increase in its molecular weight, equivalent to 4 diblock repeats, is suspected to be enough added length that, even when folded and lacking a respectively high concentration of hydrophilic beads, it maintains a length advantage over H(AB) 10 -HST. While the peptide contour length in solution rationalizes the explanations of alignment from two different sources-hydrophilicity and molecular weight-this hypothesis requires further investigation to verify both computationally and experimentally.
Despite improved network order following shear, there is a proportionate decrease in spatial diversity of clusters caused by a fewer total number of clusters ( Figure 3b ) and connections ( Figure 3c ) in the networks of both H(AB) 10 -HST and H(AB) 12 -AAT compared to that of H(AB) 12 . Instead, semicrystalline domains consolidate into a smaller total number of larger clusters (Figure 3d ) with larger connections between them (represented by the thicker lines seen in Figure 2d ). These metrics can be used to inform some qualitative predictions of the mechanical nature of the physical fibers under stretching. The peptide chains, modeled as extensible freely jointed chains, [22] will stretch up to a point of infinite resistance against further elongation first for all connections with the highest degree of order (highest S value) followed by those with lesser order after they are reoriented into the stretching direction. Force will then concentrate on the cluster regions such that the greatest force will be applied to clusters connected by well-ordered connections. As stretching continues, the bonding that holds the clusters together will begin to break under sufficient force allowing molecules to disassociate from the cluster. [31] This pattern of molecular extension, connection reordering, and cluster deconstruction will continue until there is sufficient deformation to disconnect the entire network. The disassociation of molecules from the cluster regions under stretch approximates the phenomenon of protein domain unfolding.
Based on this pattern, it can be expected that H(AB) 12 -AAT, which has the largest cluster size and greatest alignment, will quickly exhibit high strength at modest strain values and ultimately prove not very extensibility because most of its semicrystalline domains are already aligned in the stretch direction. [32] Conversely, the numerous and diversely aligned connections of the H(AB) 12 network should exhibit its strength over a large range of strain because realignment will be necessary for a large number of semicrystalline domains in the network. As such, it is likely that the initially-aligned clusters will begin to unfold prior to the full reorientation of the network, which approximates the behavior of plastic deformation as a consequence of the strain-dependent failure of pre-aligned crystalline domains. [33] In summary, the highly ordered and consolidated H(AB) 12 -AAT sequence is expected to be much more brittle and acutely strong while the H(AB) 12 sequence is expected to be much more plastic and exhibit strength over time.
Morphology of produced fibers
To test the mechanical effects of terminal modification, the two sequences with the greatest difference in modeled properties, H(AB) 12 and H(AB) 12 -AAT, were processed into fibers using a wet-spinning approach. [34] Concentrated solutions were prepared in deionized water in order to be consistent with the modeled aqueous environment. The maximum aqueous concentrations obtained from the constructs were (Figure 4a ) 15.35 ± 1.71% for H(AB) 12 and 15.84 ± 1.31% for H(AB)12-AAT, not exhibiting a significant difference between them (P = 0.71). This supports the claim presented in the modeling results that the AAT domain does not contribute to fiber alignment due to improved hydrophilicity of the sequence. Both solutions yielded continuous extrusion of heterogeneous fibers throughout the spinning process (Figure 4c, d) where the average diameters of extruded fibers (Figure 4b ) exhibit significant difference (P = 0.019) despite identical spinning conditions. SEM investigation of H(AB) 12 -AAT fibers reveals that micelle-like structures may comprise the fundamental assembly of the fibers ( Figure S3 ), which is consistent with the morphology observed in our previous report for fibers of the H(AB) 12 peptide. [22] While further investigation would be needed to validate if this fiber morphology is consistent across numerous fibers of these diblock peptides, this fiber morphology provides support for the model premise that the base building block of the fiber networks are aggregated micelle structures that are assembled and interconnected by shearing. Indeed, we speculate that the difference in each construct's fundamental micelle/cluster size may be a contributing factor to the statistically significant difference in diameter observed between the constructs. We note that both DLS investigations ( Figure S4b ) as well as model predictions support the notion of H(AB) 12 -AAT tending towards larger clusters as building blocks for fiber assembly, whether induced by shearing or occurring spontaneously over time.
Fiber physical property characterization
Physical properties were characterized through uniaxial tensile testing and FTIR spectroscopic analysis on spun fibers without any post-spin conditioning to maintain close correlation with the model. Stress-strain relationships with summary statistics of engineering values (Figure 5a , b) were generated from the uniaxial tensile data. 12 -AAT (P = 0.045),
were rather slight qualifiers. Indeed, due to the inverse relationship reported between the diameter of polymer fibers and their strength and modulus, [35] the differences between the values of these two constructs can be accounted for by their diameter mismatch as opposed to an intrinsic difference in each construct's mechanical properties. This signifies that addition of the AAT domain to the repeating diblock core does not have an overall effect on the ultimate strength or Young's modulus of the resulting fibers.
However, the AAT domain does have a clear negative impact on its fibers' extensibility. The elongation strain at failure falls from approximately 50% to 10% causing a significant reduction in the total energy the system can endure before fracture, defined as material toughness. This low extensibility agrees with the model predictions, which also predicts high acute strength due to pre-alignment of the chains in the stretch direction of the H(AB) 12 -AAT peptide. When the material properties of both peptides are observed prior to the 10% strain point (Figure 4c ), the toughness difference between the constructs becomes indistinguishable and the maximum strength value of H(AB) 12 -AAT increases significantly (P = 0.013) compared to that of H(AB) 12 fibers. H(AB) 12 -AAT fibers also achieve a greater stress value relative to their average ultimate strength (98.1%) by that point than the standard AB block copolymer (64.8%). So while the addition of the AAT domain significantly reduces overall extensibility, it does exhibit the acute strengthening effect predicted by the model by eliminating the plastic deformation region seen in H(AB) 12 fibers, which was also predicted by the model based on its final molecular network. Taken together, AAT incorporation appears to directly affect the extensile characteristics of the silk-like biopolymers by promoting elasticity and acute strength over greater toughness via greater plastic deformation.
To correlate secondary structures to the model network, FTIR was performed on lyophilized samples of H(AB) 12 and H(AB) 12 -AAT, and on fibers spun from H(AB) 12 and H(AB) 12 -AAT. The wavenumber from 1720 to 1580 cm −1 was investigated closely, as it contains the amide I region (Figure 5d ), which correlates to protein secondary structures and can be deconvolved to obtain relative quantities (Figure 5e ). [36] In the case of lyophilized powders, FTIR highlights the general lack of β-sheet content in both constructs while helices are the predominant ordered structure prior to spinning. Spinning the solutions into fibers induces the α-helical content of H(AB) 12 -AAT to increase further, while the same structure decreases in H(AB) 12 . Both gain significant β-sheet content, but H(AB) 12 gains a much larger relative amount than that of H(AB) 12 -AAT, which correlates positively with the number of clusters modeled parameter (Figure 3b ) wherein H(AB) 12 maintains a greater number of smaller clusters over H(AB) 12 -AAT throughout simulation. When the recombinant proteins' secondary structures are compared with mechanical data, an interesting phenomenon is observed. Despite a near half-fold decrease in β-sheet content and respective doubling of α-helical content in the H(AB) 12 -AAT, there is not a remarkable change to the strength nor modulus of the fibers when compared to the core region alone.
Typically, β-sheet crystallinity is assumed to play the greatest role in the mechanical integrity of silks rather than other structural elements. [37] However, there is evidence from simulation that α-helical structures can contribute large degrees of robustness to the overall material strength at modest strain percentages, [38] which may be the case for H(AB) 12 -AAT and its relatively low extensibility. This is interesting because it infers that the strength and stiffness of the AAT fibers are determined by a complex interplay of secondary structural elements rather than being determined by the predominance of β-sheets alone.
Considerations for the model-experimentation correlations
The modeling data demonstrates that increasing terminal hydrophilicity and length causes improved alignment at the molecular level and consolidation of semi-crystalline domains into a fewer number of larger clusters. We correlated these explanations to mechanical properties, which show that the increase in molecular anisotropy results in a more mechanically elastic fiber product. These physical correlations to the model were tested using amino acid sequences that were inspired by specific sequences from spider silk peptides. While this reduces the universality of the physical application to fibrous proteins on a general level, it still serves as a good model system to describe fiber assembly because of the simplicity of the silk peptides. In many models, silk sequences have been the physiological basis to describe peptide analogs of block copolymers consisting of hydrophobic and hydrophilic blocks. [26, 28, 39, 40] This is because the flexible β-strand content of silk, made up largely of alanine or glycine-rich repeats, is offset regularly by flexible, glycine-rich hydrophilic chains with minimal composition contributions from other amino acids. [41] This simple structure thereby facilitates simplification into a model environment as a product of basic interaction forces, as done in this work with hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, and shear.
The next consideration is whether or not block copolymer peptides are sufficient structures to model other proteins generally, which may have more diverse sequences. While there certainly is information lost in the model by not accounting for some of the amino acidspecific chain-chain interactions observed in many fibrous proteins, such as sulfide bridging of many terminal domains, it is still appropriate to describe protein hierarchical assembly as predominantly a consequence of hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions. This is because peptide hydrodynamic behavior is a consequence of universally governing thermodynamic events. With respect to fiber formation, our model predicts that physical crosslinking of peptide chains occurs via hydrogen bonding, which are the stabilizing enthalpic contributions derived from the hydrophobic regions of the peptide sequence. [42] This bonding is only possible after alignment of the bonding regions by shear, which is a consequence of the entropic contributions of the peptide chain that derive from its hydrophilicity and length, as we have shown in this work. Simplified to these two events of elongation and bonding, the potential of all peptide sequences to form fibers can then be generalized as a function of their hydrodynamic behavior rather than their specific amino acid sequence, which supports the value of the model predictions from a hierarchical view. Certainly, it has been shown in previous work that peptide β-strands as short as 2 residues are capable of forming stable β-sheet bonding interactions, [43] with the most common number of residues between 5 to 6. [44] Based on this criterion, if the amino acid sequence of any protein of interest is converted to the bead structure of the model using the KyteDoolittle hydrophobicity rankings as we have done here, then any site with a mere one or two hydrophobic a-beads in series has potential to form or contribute to a stable semicrystalline domain.
Applying this to proteins in vivo, this simple thermodynamic explanation of fiber formation provides a potential explanation of how numerous native proteins are assembled into fibers. Fibronectin, for example, is assembled by cells into fibers in a process involving secretion of the soluble protein into the extracellular space. Many hypotheses have pointed to the molecule associating with two integrins on the surface of the cell [45] followed by actin remodeling causing the molecule to elongate, priming it for polymerization when ordered with other elongated fibronectin molecules. In the context of our model system, we hypothesize that any environment experiencing shear may cause reordering and alignment of the fibronectin molecules, independent of any specific cell interactions, which is guided and facilitated by entropic contributions of the terminal domains as well as those of the bulk sequence. From this aligned state, spontaneous enthalpic assembly through bonding may then occur without any further input from the cell. Indeed, cell traction measurements show that cells are capable of exerting sufficiently large shear stresses needed to enable such an assembly, [46] which may also receive contributions from other environmental stresses such as fluid shear, muscle contraction, and so forth. Under such a simple assembly model, other fibrous proteins like type I collagen may be organized into fibers similarly through simple environmental shear in tandem with other environmental cues, such as higher local pH or saline concentrations, [47] without necessitating complicated input from cells. This mechanism of assembly via entropic ordering would prove particularly advantageous in environments with high directional stress, such as the synovial space [48] or aortic wall, [49] such that the very stressors degrading the existing matrix would also provide the stimulus for the alignment and formation of new matrix. This hypothesis awaits further investigation, which we believe can be accomplished using the same wet spinning approach on various full-length proteins of interest, including collagen and fibronectin, and observing any potential assembly phenomenon. The shear rate produced in the wet-spinning device is on the order of 425-850 s −1 , depending on flow rate, which has been shown to be sufficient to cause conformational elongation in peptides such as von Willebrand factor [50] and the latent TGF-β complex, [51] which leads to functional changes for both. Therefore, it is likely that the shearing caused by the wet spinning device is sufficient to overcome soluble protein folding interactions and cause alignment of the hydrophobic regions to occur for potentially any peptide sequence, especially due to the low number of amino acid residues required for β-strand assembly. Recent work where fibers were generated through wet spinning a blend of silk fibroin with fibronectin is an encouraging result regarding the potential to generate peptide fibers using such a shear approach. [52] 
Conclusions
Terminal modifications in this work caused significant changes to fiber-forming molecular chains. In a general thermodynamic sense, they are sources of additional molecular weight and hydrophilicity for the peptide strand, which may lend to increases in contour length in order to facilitate alignment and assembly. We have shown that both of these factors improve molecular order in simulation, which consequently consolidates semicrystalline domains while lowering their spatial distribution. When tested experimentally, terminal-modified fibers exhibited larger diameters and experienced a shift in their stress-strain relationship to favor strength and elasticity in the early strain regime at the expense of overall toughness. This is likely a consequence of improved pre-alignment of the semicrystalline domains in the direction of stretch, which also significantly reduces material plasticity. At the structural level, β-sheet content was nearly halved while the α-helical content doubled, yet it proved just as strong as the unmodified control peptide H(AB) 12 . From a materials design standpoint, this highlights how sequence modification can lead to constructs with very different innate material properties.
In terms of application to native proteins, it is possible that shear-induced alignment in vivo is the means by which β-strand assembly is induced for many fibrous proteins, whether initiated by cells or the environment. We demonstrate that terminal domains of these proteins may play important entropic roles to facilitate the chain-chain orientation necessary to establish the stabilizing enthalpic interactions leading to the formation of insoluble, anisotropic fibers. These findings provide a general context and mechanism for terminals, but does not encapsulate the sequence-specific factors that may also play an important role, including covalent dimerization and charge association. Despite this shortcoming, the coarse-grained model system shows great potential as a means to investigate peptide molecular properties that are difficult to access experimentally. With further correlation to physical properties, it may serve as an in silico screening method to filter new peptide sequences towards developing a throughput system where mechanical properties can be predetermined.
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